
Hi Brad, 
 
I have seen quite a large disparity for short span, single-lane vehicle bridges here in rural Vermont; in terms 
of the main I-beams (W-sections) designed for a 30' clear span, 4 beams total on these bridges.  
 
I've seen anywhere from W10 X 19's (for large trucks and even excavators) to W18 X 76's, both that I've 
seen been implemented in the fashion that I designed; where 2 Beams share the Major Load-Path of the 
vehicle and where 4 Beams Total distribute that load-path more efficiently. I am not so concerned with the 
"under-designed" bridges that still seem to function as such, and with surprisingly 'good results' as the one 
mentioned above designed, again, with W beams @ W 10 X 19 but rather the larger sections implemented  
as will continue with analysis below.  
 
The needed for further analysis regarding my own design of W18 X 46's, 4 Beams Total, specifically 
compared to the larger sections found in the field was mandatory to see if it was, yet again, Indeed Safe- 
which is The No.1 priority. 
 
I was told by my a local steel supplier that they distribute steel beams for bridges for towns and for private 
land based specifically on deflection, National High-way HS-20 and HL-93 live-load codes specifically. I 
asked if they designed for bending stress, but he was rude, didn't understand my question, nor knew the 
Yield Stress (Fy) of A992 Steel, but told me that didn't matter because A36 and A992 steel "both deflect 
the same." This supplier distributes W-sections all over our county to towns and homeowners and kept 
asking me what weight my bridge was loaded for, which is a strange question for an engineer as you know 
because we want to know HOW the beam is loaded in the first place. He mentioned that I was using Half as 
large sections as I needed to satisfy the Loads when I mentioned a Concrete Truck was designed in the 
calculations to accommodate. He also overtly specified that he wasn't an Engineer or a Professional 
Engineer just a steel supplier that designs based on HS-93 Deflection which is: L / 800, which I inherently 
thought to be excessive considering my parameters. 
 
Note: I'm a Civil / Structural Engineer and you're a Professional Engineer (in both disciplines and being a 
young man, I aspire to be as such, but this is why we do this- First to make the most of the material we 
have to work with and to make it Last durably for Safety and Environmentally reasons of getting the design 
just right (or near so (or with my humble opinion having a Large Factor of Safety like the builders of the 
19th Century but as importantly, and included too a Large Durability Rating)). 
 
I do know a Span / Depth ratio of 20 / 1 in consistent Units is used Universally as conservative measure of 
beam design.  
 
Today, I found a bridge that was built last year in untreated Steel with W-shapes (assuming A992 Steel) 
and included, like my bridge 4 BEAMS TOTAL. However they were W18 X 76 with a 32' long beams (I 
am also using 32' long beams). I started doing some analysis compared to these beams and my own bridge 
designed with 4 beams @ W18 X 46 with two adjusted to the Major Wheel Path to see where the 
discrepancy lies...  
 
Assuming HL-93 design guides that allow you to use both Point Loads and Distributed Loads for all LIVE 
LOADS on ONE BEAM and where Point Load controls the design @ 2' either side of mid-span due to 
tandem axle configuration (but let's assume mid-span to be conservative on 32' beams @ center), Therefore 
designing 25 Kips For: 
 
 
ONE BEAM  
 
where: 
 
Fy = 50 KSI 
ø = .9 
P = 25 Kips (HL-93) 



l = Length (32') 
I = Moment of Inertia (712 in^4) 
E = Modulus of Elasticity (29,0000 Kips / in^2) 
S = Section Modulus of beam (78.8 in^3) 
∆ = Deflection (HL-93 specifies L / 800) 
 
Design for W18 X 46 ONE BEAM for Bending and Deflection: 
 
Bending; 
 
Max Moment = Pl / 4 = 
2400 Kipin / ø Fy = 53.3 in^3 < 78.8 in^3 satisfied ≈ 1.5 F.O.S. for ONE BEAM 
 
Design for W18 X 46 ONE BEAM for Deflection @ L / 800 
 
Deflection = Pl^3 / 48(E)(I) = 
.48" < .83" 
 
Bending is Satisfied but Deflection is not satisfied for W18 X 46 ONE BEAM LIVE LOAD 
 
Assuming HL-93 design guides that allow you to use both Point Loads and Distributed Loads for all LIVE 
LOADS on ONE BEAM and where Point Load controls the design @ 2' either side of mid-span due to 
tandem axle configuration (but let's assume mid-span to be conservative on 32' beams @ center), Therefore 
designing 25 Kips For: 
 
 
ONE BEAM  
 
where: 
 
Fy = 50 KSI 
ø = .9 
P = 25 Kips (HL-93) 
l = Length (32') 
I = Moment of Inertia (1330 in^4) 
E = Modulus of Elasticity (29,0000 Kips / in^2) 
S = Section Modulus of beam (146 in^3) 
∆ = Deflection (HL-93 specifies L / 800) 
 
Bending; 
 
Max Moment = Pl / 4 = 
2400 Kipin / ø Fy = 53.3 in^3 < 146 in^3 satisfied ≈ 2.5 F.O.S. for ONE BEAM 
 
Design for W18 X 46 ONE BEAM for Deflection @ L / 800 
 
Deflection = Pl^3 / 48(E)(I) = 
.48" > .44"  
 
Bending is Satisfied and Deflection is Satisfied for W18 X 76 ONE BEAM LIVE LOAD 
 
Assuming these loads were calculated on one beam with the same length of 32" and two beams share the 
load @ 4 BEAMS TOTAL, but also Assuming as well a not always perfect distribution on Both Beams 
then design @ 75% Max Load for each of the 4 beams as assumed in Bending: 
 
W18 X 46 is > 2X as strong as it needs to be in bending.  



 
W18 X 76 is > 4X as strong as it needs to be in bending. 
 
Therefore since Bending is Satisfied for both Structural Systems, the question arises: 
 
A ROUGHLY 85% INCREASE IN STEEL WEIGHT WARRANTS A .39" DECREASE IN 
DEFLECTION? 
 
That investment of 85% increase of the steel weight could be put towards Galvanizing the Structural 
System for nearly the same cost giving it 2.5X the lifespan of untreated steel, and which, all told 
theoretically could Economically save upwards of 200% on material and a 250% increase in the Lifespan 
of the bridge.  
 
Note: A W 18 X 76 could also have been made more efficient in the design by using a deeper beam, say a 
W 24 X 68 with an Sx of 154 in^3 for bending and a significantly larger Ix @ 1830in^3 for deflection. But 
that is a topic for another date.  
 
I have recently designed a 40' span pedestrian bridge and used the metric L / 360 for my live-loads and I 
haven't any complaints (by HL-93 codes assuming too that strictly pedestrian bridges are more sensitive to 
deflections than strictly vehicle bridges- the combination of both types of structures even more so). The 
bridges under analysis here are strictly vehicle bridges. 
 
I implemented an L / 400 for my live-load deflections on the strictly vehicle bridge we have been 
discussing in our ongoing thread, which I have calculated and believe to be an ample amount considering 
the parameters; such as a Top Speed of 10mph, a Span Length of 32', and a Width of 11' plus the 
implementation of Timber Decking which is 4X resilient to deflection as concrete decks- of which the latter 
factor I assume as one of the primary reasons why an (overly conservative) L / 800 is implemented locally 
on private bridges besides "Serviceability" and "Driver-comfort" (all again coming from High-Way codes), 
and of which is mentioned specifically in bridge design codes; However for a 32' long single-lane vehicle 
bridge would be Not Applicable.  
 
There is Scientific Literature regarding the unnecessary excess of deflection limits regarding Highway 
Bridges let alone private bridges with a span < 60'. If this is so, then the need for even more Logical 
Literature (and more importantly Application) regarding private, one-lane bridges with short spans and 
timber decking are therefore that much more prescient assuming that Bending is the critical measure, and 
that Durability need be accounted for as well; therefore my calculations are reasonably close to accurate.  
 
Note: I am all for a Strong factor of Safety, but one that wastes material where it could be put towards 
Durability (Galvanization) I am not in favor of because in the end: Good Bridge Design is the Balance of: 
Safety, Durability, Beauty, Economy, Serviceability; each part of the puzzle outweighing the other is 
inherently, as you know good sir, out of Equilibrium. And as Engineers– Equilibrium as all aspects of truly 
Integrated Design is our objective.  
 
Thanks as always Brad, 
Nick  
 
 
 


